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Overview of salary surveys 
XpertHR Salary Surveys enables you to benchmark the pay and benefits of your staff against 

market rates. Define the job by seniority and function, refine your selection by location, industry 

or size of organisation, and see how the salaries you pay compare against employers of similar 

staff to inform your reward decisions and recommendations.  

A subscription to an XpertHR Salary Survey gives you unlimited access to a whole range of 

data tools for that survey, including all PDF reports, unmetered use of Job Pricing and Excel 

applications.  

Go to XpertHR Salary Surveys home page 
 

Understanding and using market data  

XpertHR Salary Surveys aims to provide data and the tools to understand it in easy-to-use 

formats that enable you to do your job without the need for expensive reward consultants.  

In applying the data, you will need to take into account your organisation's reward strategy and 

the aims and objectives of your current project.  

XpertHR publishes detailed guides on salary surveys including How to use a salary surveys.  
 

What salary surveys does XpertHR offer?  

XpertHR offers a range of salary surveys covering core business roles, key industries and 

specialist occupational groups. We are the market leaders in providing salary data for 

technology staff, the distribution sector, higher education, the voluntary sector and more.  

See a full list of our surveys and to find out more about them  
 

User training 

As part of your XpertHR subscription we provide four modules of training: 

 How to participate in an XpertHR Salary Survey 

 How to use survey reports and online tools 

 How to use spreadsheet tools 

 How to job match and bespoke advice (large scale exercises or site visits may be 

chargeable) 

You can take advantage of these sessions at any time during your subscription and they are 

usually delivered by phone or online. 

https://www.xperthr.co.uk/salary-survey
https://www.xperthr.co.uk/how-to/how-to-use-a-salary-survey/116033/
https://www.xperthr.co.uk/salary-survey
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How to participate  

Why take part? 

XpertHR Salary Surveys provides a give-and-get service. For us to provide value to all 

subscribers, it is important that each subscriber provide their own pay data. In this way 

everyone shares and everyone benefits. 

Organisations that submit data unlock Job Pricing features enabling direct comparisons 

between their own data and market pay rates. Additionally we can only create bespoke 

spreadsheet tools for your organisation if we have your data. 

Participation  

We expect subscribers to participate in the surveys to which they subscribe. We will work with 

you to make this process as easy and productive as possible. 

Participation involves completing the spreadsheet questionnaire supplied by XpertHR Salary 

Surveys in your secure participant portal. You will need to give us demographic information 

about your organisation and salary data on your employees so that we can create our salary 

survey reports and applications. We will also create spreadsheets unique to your organisation 

comparing your data to whole sample data.  

Download an example of a spreadsheet questionnaire  

 

XpertHR Salary Surveys provides written guidance notes to help you through this process, and 

the salary surveys team is available by phone and email to give you all the support and advice 

you need. We want to help you submit good quality data to ensure you are able to make the 

best possible use of the service.  

Where necessary, we can arrange a site visit. There may be a cost associated with this 

service.  

If you need help, call us on 020 8652 8590 or email participants@xperthr.co.uk  

  

https://resources.xperthr.co.uk/surveys/salary/Sample/Sample_XpertHR_salary_surveys_questionnaire.xlsx
mailto:participants@xperthr.co.uk
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Downloading and uploading spreadsheet questionnaires 

Spreadsheet questionnaires are only uploaded and downloaded through the XpertHR Secure 

participant portal. This is a protected area of the XpertHR website that can only be accessed 

by users with appropriate credentials 

Go to the XpertHR secure participant portal 
 

To download a spreadsheet questionnaire you should go to the secure participant portal and 

select the appropriate file from the “My data” section of the page. This process is highlighted in 

the lower red rectangle in the screenshot below. 

To upload a completed spreadsheet questionnaire you should go to the secure participant 

portal, select the appropriate file using the file chooser button and then click on the Upload 

button. If your organisation has multiple installation codes you will also be required to select the 

appropriate code when uploading a file. 

 

 

  

https://www.xperthr.co.uk/salary-survey/participantdata/
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Job matching  

The most challenging aspect of survey participation is often the process of matching your roles 

to XpertHR's standard job levels and job functions. It is important to get this right so that you 

know you are comparing your jobs against appropriate roles in the market.  

We offer full written guidance and as much support and advice as you need by phone and 

email to get this right. It often helps if you can supply job descriptions and organisation charts 

so that we can understand the roles.  

If you need help, call us on 020 8652 8590 or email participants@xperthr.co.uk  

  

https://www.xperthr.co.uk/help-and-support/xperthr-salary-surveys-job-levels/155269/
mailto:participants@xperthr.co.uk
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Using reports and spreadsheets 

Reports 

All salary survey subscriptions include access to a number of reports in PDF format. These are 

available from the survey home page, and can be printed or downloaded for use when away 

from your desk. The composition of reports varies from survey to survey, but typically you will 

find the following set of reports:

 

The survey home pages may also include links to download additional specialist reports and 

other useful reference aids, such as the job titles wizard and guidance notes.  

Spreadsheet results 

XpertHR Salary Surveys creates spreadsheets for each survey showing data from all the most 

commonly used salary tables in Excel format for you to download and use in your own reward 

systems. The choice of tables in the spreadsheet reflects those found in the salary tables PDF 

report.  
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Using job pricing 

Creating your first salary table  

From the Salary Surveys home page, click one of your subscribed surveys. This will take you 

to the home page for your selected survey, where you will be able to see all the different 

formats and applications you will need to benchmark a salary.  

Using search job  

The Price a new job button enables you to create your first salary table. Click it and when the 

pop-up window appears, you will land on the Search job tab. Type a job title into the Search 

by job title box. Once you've put in the job title, click the Search button at the bottom right of 

the window or press enter. 

  

Our system will then look for a match on job function and job level in our database, which is 

derived by applying powerful machine learning techniques to years' worth of data on manual 

job matching. If the job title you are looking for has a match in our database, your salary table 

will appear. 

 

There will also be a chart showing the distribution of the data. If you hover over a particular bar 

the tool will tell you the proportion of the sample is within that band. 
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It is possible that the job you want has several matches. So a more detailed job title will often 

get a better result. Enter “telesales manager” rather than “sales manager”, for example.  

The data we show you at this point is based on the best available matched job level and 

function. However, you may choose to amend the job level or the job function that we have 

suggested or to select additional options relating to the role itself or the type of organisation by 

clicking Edit refinements (see: Refining a job role). You can also change the name of your 

table here. 

Sometimes, we are unable to suggest a suitable match based on your chosen job title. This 

may be because we genuinely do not have similar jobs in our database, the job is in a different 

survey or because you are using terms that are unique to your organisation. 

Where we are unable to suggest a suitable match, you will be asked to choose an XpertHR job 

level and function in the Select job tab. 

Using select job  

By clicking on the Select job tab, you can create the salary table you want to see by choosing 

an XpertHR job level and job function. 

 

Select the job level and job function (or function group - a grouping which includes a number of 

related functions) appropriate to the role. Then click the Add job button at the bottom right of 

the window. 
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All job roles in an XpertHR salary survey are defined by their level of seniority and by their 

functional area. We provide standard definitions in the survey overview and guidance notes, to 

ensure that comparisons between organisations are made on a consistent basis. 

Once you have submitted your own organisation's data, you will probably have a good idea of 

what each of the job levels and functions relevant to your organisation means and how they 

relate to your roles.  

When creating a new table in job pricing, start by selecting just one job level and one job 

function (or function group). You can always amend your choices later in the process. 
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Refining a job role  

Once you have created a salary table based on a job level and function, you may want to refine 

it by selecting additional options relating to the role itself or to the type of organisation. This will 

enable you to match the job role more closely for benchmarking purposes.  

Click Edit refinements using the green button on the top of the table. By default you will be in 

the Job role tab showing you the job level and job function options you have already selected. 

You can change these if you wish.    

 

The Individual tab allows you to select options such as location or gender. There is, however, 

no requirement to select any of these refinements if you do not think they are relevant.  

The Organisation tab allows you to refine by options such as industry or organisation size. 

Again, there is no requirement to select any of these, and we would suggest you do so only if 

you believe that these options have a significant influence on salaries for this type of role. 

Once you have selected any relevant options, click the Refine button at the bottom right and 

you will be shown a fresh set of results based on your choices. 
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What does the report show?  

When you create a report in job pricing, you will see a salary table and chart showing salary 

data for the job role drawn from our database. By default, we show you not just the median and 

average but the upper and lower quartiles and the upper and lower deciles.  

All tables also show sample sizes. These give you the number of organisations and individual 

employees whose criteria match those you have selected.  

In addition to basic salary, you will also see data on bonus and commission payments, car 

allowances and other benefits and payments. These vary from survey to survey to reflect the 

roles and industries covered. Commission, for example, is usually only shown in surveys 

covering sales roles.  

There may be occasions when you do not wish to see the full range of quartile or decile salary 

data - particularly when sharing the results with managers and employees.  

By selecting the relevant target measure from the dropdown menu at the top right of the table, 

you can choose to show just the median, average or other figure. 

 

The chart aims to give additional insight into the data by showing the spread of salaries for the 

role you have selected. Hover over any of the bars on the chart to see what proportion of 

employees fall into each salary range.  
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Saving a job  

Now that you have created a salary table and refined it to show the data you need, you can 

save it and return at a later date.  

The Save link is at the top right of the table. Click it and you will be shown a dialogue box 

which enables you to finalise the job's name and add notes if you wish to. By default, we also 

show you the job level, job function and other options you have selected for this role.  

 

 

Adding a new job  

You can add a new job at any time by scrolling to the bottom of the job pricing page and 

clicking on the Add job button or you can return to the survey home page and price a new job 

from there.  
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Adding a saved job  

Once you have saved one or more jobs, these will show on the survey home page. You will 

see the three most recently saved jobs listed individually using the names you selected for 

them. Older jobs can be found by clicking on See all saved jobs.  

If you click on any one of these saved jobs you will be taken to the results screen, showing the 

salary table and chart in the form at which you last saved it.  

Saved jobs may also be displayed via the second tab in the Add job dialog. 

 

 

Removing a job  

Jobs can be removed from the job pricing page by clicking on the remove link in green text at 

the top right hand side of the job. 
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Reordering jobs 

Jobs can be reordered within the job pricing page by clicking title and dragging the job to the 

desired location. The four-arrow mouse pointer indicates that the cursor is of a grab point that 

can be used to reorder the jobs. 
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Comparing job roles  

If your first job role was for Outer London, you may now want to Duplicate the first table, Edit 

refinements and change the name of the second role, select the Individual tab and then 

select Scotland from the regional options.   

First click on the Duplicate link (as highlighted in red below) and then click the Refine button 

and the table and chart for your second role will update.  

Alternatively, if the second role is considerably different to the first, you may want to select all 

refinements from scratch. In this case, click the Add job button at the bottom left of the table.  
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Comparing your own data  

Once your organisation has taken part in the survey and we have checked your data, it will be 

added to the database and to job pricing. All data is protected and anonymised, so no one from 

any other participating organisation will ever be able to see your data, and you will not be able 

to see theirs.  

Having priced a job, you will see orange text at the top of the salary table which reads  

Show my data. This has a dropdown menu, which enables you to select one or more of your 

organisation's installations.  

 

Once you have selected your installation, the table and chart will show additional columns for 

your organisation and comparisons between the selected market position (lower quartile in the 

example below) and your company's average payments for the job role.  
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See more information about additional payments  

Job pricing also provides the ability to see more information about additional payments such as 

bonus and commission. Extra information is available whenever an arrow is displayed 

alongside the payment in the job pricing table. This is highlighted with the small red box in the 

example below.   

 

The extra information on addition payments tells you the proportion of individuals receiving the 

payment, the average amount of that payment, the average basic salary of those who receive 

the payment and finally the payment as a percentage of basic salary. 

In the above example we see that 55% of those in the job role received a bonus and that the 

average award was £3,639 or 8.47% of basic salary. 

Please note that the average basic salary in this section of job pricing will normally be different 

to that in the table above. It only covers employees who have received the additional payment.  

 

Downloading a report  

When you have created your salary table or tables, chosen whether or not to include your own 

data and selected the level of detail you want, you may want to download the results for use 

offline or in internal company reports.  

Click the Download link shown in green text at the top of the table, and all tables you have 

created in this report will download to your desktop in Excel format. The Excel report includes 

the job names you gave the roles when creating your job pricing report and lists all the 

refinements you made.  
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Printing a report  

To print a report use the Print link shown in green text at the top of the table. 

 

Clicking on the Print link will enable you to print off a specially designed version of the job 

pricing report. This printer-friendly version of the report includes job tables and charts.  
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Using spreadsheet tools 
We use your organisation's data and that from the survey as a whole to create a range of easy-

to use spreadsheet applications that enable you to benchmark your employees and see the 

results in data and chart formats. XpertHR currently provides two main types of spreadsheet 

tool: 

 Benchmarking individuals 

 Benchmarking groups 

The difference between these tools and the use cases they address are detailed below.  

If you need help or training with spreadsheet tools, call us on 020 8652 8590 or email 

participants@xperthr.co.uk  

Additional spreadsheet tools are available on request. This may be a chargeable service in 

some cases but please do contact us to discuss your requirements. 

Spreadsheets tools are located in your Secure participant portal. Simply click on the 

appropriate file to download the report. 

 

Go to the XpertHR secure participant portal 
 

 

  

mailto:participants@xperthr.co.uk
https://www.xperthr.co.uk/salary-survey/participantdata/
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Benchmarking individuals 

The benchmarking individuals spreadsheet tool allows you to compare your individual 

employees’ rewards against appropriate comparators. There are two ways of doing this: 

 via the Quick Results sheet one employee at a time; or  

 via the Data in tables sheet where you can see multiple individuals in a tabular layout 

Individuals within this tool are only identified using ID or job title fields. 

 

 

Click on the Quick Results sheet tab at the bottom of the spreadsheet. This page has been 

designed to print off on a single sheet of A4 paper.  

 

Quick Results step 1: select an employee 

Select an Employee based on the ID number you gave the employee when submitting data or 

the XpertHR record number.  

 

You then only need to select the Reward type (for example, basic salary or basic plus bonus) 

and the Benchmark statistic (for example, median or upper quartile) to see how that 

individual's pay matches against market rates for that particular Job Level.  

 

  

Quick Results 
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Quick Results step 2: refine your comparators 
 

All the comparators for this employee are automatically displayed. You may change the 

Reward type or Benchmark statistic by revisiting the options made in step 1 above. And you 

may select or deselect the benchmarks as appropriate by clicking on the check boxes to the 

left hand side of the area. 

 

A chart is also available to summarise all the information contained within the comparator 

table. The grey horizontal line represents the rate currently paid to the employee and the 

vertical bars show the market rates. 

 

Quick Results step 3: adjust rates of pay 

This is a modelling tool which allows you to apply percentage increases to either employee or 

market data. Simply enter the desired percentage in one or other of the highlighted cells. 

 

For those with greater expertise in Excel, the full data for your employees and the market can 

be found in the Data in tables sheet.  
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Data in tables 

 

The Data in tables sheet allows you to use the native functionality of Excel to filter, sort and 

calculate. You could even integrate results from this sheet into another Excel file with the ever-

useful VLOOKUP function.  

Another feature of Data in tables is the ability to see at a glance where employee reward 

markedly differs from market levels. Orange highlighted cells are five percent or more below 

the market whereas blue highlighted cells are five percent or more above the market. The 

thresholds for the highlighting can be changed by amending the cells highlighted in the 

screenshot below.  

 

  

Data in tables 

https://www.xperthr.co.uk/help-and-support/how-to-use-the-vlookup-function-in-excel/151942/
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Benchmarking groups 

This tool is useful for comparing your data submission by level against XpertHR salary survey 

benchmarks and can be particularly useful for participants with large numbers of staff. 

The benchmarking group spreadsheet tool allows you to compare the rewards for groups of 

your employees (eg, all developers) against appropriate comparators. There are two methods: 

 via the Quick Results sheet one employee group at a time; or  

 via the Data in tables sheet where you can see multiple groups in a tabular layout 

 

 

Quick Results step 1: select a job level 

Select an XpertHR Job level, a Reward type and a Benchmark statistic.  

 
 

Quick Results step 2: select groups 

For each of the available comparator areas (eg, Function, Region) you can now select and 

appropriate Salary Table (Parameter). 

 

 

The tool also produces a chart. The light green bars show the average reward given to your 

groups of employees and the dark green bars show the market position.

 

Quick Results 
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Quick Results step 3: adjust rates of pay 

This is a modelling tool which allows you to apply percentage increases to either your groups 

of employees or market data. Simply enter the desired percentage in one or other of the 

highlighted cells. 

 

For those with greater expertise in Excel, the full data for your employees and the market can 

be found in the Data in tables sheet.  

 

 

The Data in tables sheet allows you to use the native functionality of Excel to filter, sort and 

calculate. You could even integrate results from this sheet into another Excel file with the ever-

useful VLOOKUP function.  

Another feature of Data in tables is the ability to see at a glance where employee group reward 

markedly differs from market levels. Orange highlighted cells are five percent or more below 

the market whereas blue highlighted cells are five percent or more above the market. The 

thresholds for the highlighting can be changed by amending the cells highlighted in the 

screenshot below.  

 

 

If you need help or training with spreadsheet tools, call us on 020 8652 8590 or email 

participants@xperthr.co.uk   

Data in tables 

https://www.xperthr.co.uk/help-and-support/how-to-use-the-vlookup-function-in-excel/151942/
mailto:participants@xperthr.co.uk
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Confidentiality  
XpertHR takes the security of your data seriously and subscribe fully to the principles of UK 

data protection legislation.  

When you submit data, we ask you not to use personal names or initials to identify individuals 

covered by the survey, and will reject any data submission which breaks this rule.  

We ask you to password protect any sensitive data attached to emails, and will always do the 

same when emailing you. We also have a secure data upload facility which is available on 

request.  

No data is published which could lead to the identity of the organisation submitting it or of the 

individuals concerned being identified.  

We ask you to keep your log-in details secure and not to share passwords. In particular, under 

the terms and conditions of the service, you may not share log-in details with anyone outside 

your organisation. 

 

https://www.xperthr.co.uk/pages/data-services-terms-and-conditions/
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